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The purpose of this issue of The Battalion is to present to 
high school students of the state pictures of A and M College 
and Allen Academy. Various scceies which play a part in the 
college life of. student* at these institutions are represented 
throughout the pages of the magazine. This purpose has been
brought about without sacrificing the usual nature of this pub
lication as additional pages have been added to carry out this 
idea.

A and M College hap made I 
during the past few years than 
ment here means even fciore progressive moves for the college, 
thus benefiting the students.

We believe that A and M College is the best and yet least 
expensive institirtion for studenth who desire technical educa
tions leading toward degrees ia Engineering and Agriculture. 
And therefore we believ* that ia encouraging students to enter 
A and M College with the purpose in mind of acquiring educa
tions in these fields thBl| we are advising them properly

And therefore we present the April issue of The Battalion 
with the hope that the Students here, and the prospective stu
dents of the college, wig benefit by any effect produced by this 
publication.

ore constructive advancements 
ever before. Increased enroll-

nical education are 
terial nature. ^

In beginning an 
have reached 
vM'he* to pursue 
ever the course may
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uiturally more tangible and of more ma-

education of this type, the student should 
an unalterable decision aa bo what course he 

engineering, agriculture, or what- 
the student, who has firmly decided on

his course and workirin collage toward the completion of this 
course, will find no 4ifflenity with his college work.

As a rule, studei its who adopt this type of course are those 
who have a deflate 
promotion by virtue 
cial fields. The 
education which can
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purpose in mind—that of securing 
of their education sad training in spe- 

education is the only type of 
appeal to them for this reason, as it is 

the only kind of tra ning which prepares them for immediate 
entrances into industry and commerce ufmn graduation

The technical training provides the stodgnt with an orderii- 
of mind, a clarity of thought, and a systematic basis for 

attacking his every problem. This of coarse is natural with the 
type of work which he follows in obtaining his education—an 
obvioss result of his training which has been proven by 
tion of technically^

A liberal education is of course to be desired. In many 
cases it 1s difficult to attend college iniam^MT- lirely to obtain 
a cultural education But a technical education doe* not mean
that cultural courses are eliminated or

EDUCATION?
A technical education 

dents who have i 
essentially a course for the 
a firmer purpose, a 
serious view of the

prinarily designed for those sta
in their life work. And it is 
serious students as it entails 

maturer viesfpoint, and an entirely more 
The benefits of a tech-

for the required tecHnical courses, 
courses, which are 
curricula of the 
in tht technical colleges 
overlook.

With the
with Only four years 
jority of students, ite 
mg would be the

to make room 
are certain cultural , 

with the technical courses in the 
and there are many cultural facilities 
which the senou* students will not

organisation of the systems of education, 
of higher education available to the ma-

»eems reasonable that technical train- 
of students who have only this length 

of time in which to obtain their final schooling.
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